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Let Q be a self-adjoint, classical, zeroth order pseudodifferential operator on a 
compact manifold X with a fixed smooth measure dx. We use microlocal 
techniques to study the spectrum and spectral family, (Es)sEIR, of Q as a bounded 
operator on L ‘(X, dx). 
Using theorems of Weyl (Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo, 27 (1909), 373-392) and 
Kato (“Perturbation Theory for Linear Operators,” Springer-Verlag, 1976) on 
spectra of perturbed operators we observe that the essential spectrum and the 
absolutely continuous spectrum of Q are determined by a finite number of terms in 
the symbol expansion. In particular Specs,, Q = range@@, 5)) where q is the prin- 
cipal symbol of Q. Turning the attention to the spectral family (ES/,, R, it is shown 
that if dE/ds is considered as a distribution on IR x XX X it is in fact a Lagrangian 
distribution near the set (u = 01 c T*(R XX x X)\O, where (s, x, y, o, <, a) are 
coordinates on T*(lR X XX X) induced by the coordinates (s, x, y) on [R x XX X. 
This leads to an easy proof thatf(Q) is a pseudodifferential operator iffE C”‘(lR) 
and to some results on the microlocal character of E,. Finally, a look at the 
wavefront set of dE/ds leads to a conjecture about the existence of absolutely 
continuous spectrum in terms of a condition on q(x, <). 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact C” manifold and let !P~,(X) denote the zeroth order 
classical pseudodifferential operators on X. If dx is a nonvanishing smooth 
measure on X it is well known [5] that Q is a bounded operator ‘on 
L*(X, dx). If we assume that Q is self-adjoin& then the spectral theorem gives 
us the existence of a unique family of orthogonal projections, (E,}SEIR, on 
L *(X, dx) satisfying 
E,<E,,, s < s’, (0.1.1) 
lim E, =O, lim E, = I, (0.1.2) s+-cc S-+03 
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lim E, = EsO, (0.1.3) 
S++SO 
l specQf(~) dE, =f(Q> for frZ C”O(R ), (0.1.4) 
where the limits are taken in the strong sense. 
EXAMPLE 0.1.5. Let f(x) E P(X) be real and let Q = M,,,, be the 
operator on L’(X, dx) given by Mf(,,u =f(x) u(x). Then Spec Q = 
range(f(x)) and E, = M,, where xs is the characteristic function of the set 
i-v E x If(x) < s 1. 
In this paper we will attempt o use microlocal techniques to describe the 
spectral theorem for Q E u/z,(X) in a similarly concrete fashion. 
In the first chapter we address the fairly modest question, “What is 
Spec Q?” In Section 1.1 we show that we can not answer this exactly with 
microlocal data since a smoothing perturbation can alter the spectrum. 
However, we can say a lot about Spec Q by showing that the essential 
spectrum equals the range of the principal symbol q(x, r) of Q. Section 1.2 is 
devoted to showing that some of the structure of the essential spectrum can 
also be determined by microlocal data. More specifically, we observe that the 
absolutely continuous spectrum of Q is determined by Q modulo pseudodif- 
ferential operators of order less than -n/2. 
In Chapter 2 we consider the derivative of the spectral family dE/ds as a 
distribution on IF? X XX X. In Section 2.1 we characterize dE/ds as the 
solution to a pseudodifferential equation. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we solve 
this equation near (a = 0) in T*(iR XX x X)\O using pseudodifferential 
operator techniques. In the remainder of Chapter 2 we show that this 
solution characterizes dE/ds near {o = 0) by proving microlocal uniqueness. 
In Chapter 3 we state a conjecture relating the existence of abso- 
lutely continuous spectrum for Q to conditions on its principal symbol. 
Namely, if D is the diagonal ((s, x,y, u, & II) 1 s = q(x, r), r = -T.I, cr = O} c 
T*(R X X X X) we let C be the flowout from D under the Hamiltonian 
vector field of s - q(x, r). We will see in Chapter 2 that this set describes the 
wave front set of dE/ds near-{0 = 0). Let /i = (s E range(q(x, 0) / (s, x,y, u, 
0,O) E C). If we knew that C = WF(dE/ds) it would be immediate that /i is 
contained in Spec,, Q, the absolutely continuous spectrum of Q. Even 
though it is not in general true that c= WF(dE/ds) we still conjecture that 
A c Spec,, Q. 
An analysis of this situation leads us to a definition of smooth spectrum as 
a refinement of absolutely continuous spectrum. In Section 3.3 we point out 
that the condition of smooth spectrum allows us to use the microlocal infor- 
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mation we have for dE/ds from Chapter2 to give a microlocal description of 
the kernel of the projection E, as a distribution on XX X near the diagonal 
in T*(X x X)\O. It is shown that in this case E, is, near the diagonal, a 
paired Lagrangian distribution as in [lo]. 
1. THE SPECTRUM 
1.1 Essential Spectrum 
We would like to describe Spec Q using microlocal techniques. Unfor- 
tumately, the following example shows us that this is not possible. 
EXAMPLE 1.1.1. Let X = S’ and Q = MsinO. Example 0.1.5 tells us that 
Spec Q = [-1, I]. N ow let A be the rank one smoothing operator given by 
Au = -& (2 - sin 19) 1’ u(B)(2 - sin 8) de. 
--n 
Notice that s = 2 is an eigenvalue of Q + A since if we let e(8) = 1 we have 
(Q+A)(e(B))=sinB+$-(2-sin8)j* (2-sinB)d8=2. 
--x 
Thus, although microlocal techniques only determine Q up to a smoothing 
perturbation, such perturbations do not leave Spec Q invariant. However, by 
reducing the operator we can describe portions of the spectrum with 
microlocal tools. In this section we describe the essential spectrum and in 
Section 1.2 we discuss the absolutely continuous spectrum. 
Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space R and let Spec,sd H c 
Spec H be the collection of isolated points of Spec H which are eigenvalues 
of finite multiplicity. Let P,so be the projection onto the closed span of the 
eigenvectors for Spec,,, H and let H,,, be the restriction of H to 
(I- p*scJ G8-T 
DEFINITION 1.1.2. Spec,,, H = Spec H,,, is the essential spectrum 
of H. 
Remark. Spec,,, H = Spec H - Spec,,, H. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.3 [ 111. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert 
space 3 and let A be a compact, self-adjoint operator on X Then 
Spec,,,(H + A) = SpecEss H. 
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COROLLARY 1.1.4. Let X be a C” compact manifold and let Q E Y:,(X) 
be selfadjoint. Then SpecEss Q depends only on the principal symbol, q(x, r), 
ofQ. 
Proof. A E Y-j(X), j > 0 is compact [ 5 1. I 
The point of this corollary is that we can describe Spec,,, Q in terms of 
microlocal objects. In fact it is easy to give an explicit description. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.5. Let X be a C” compact manifold, let Q E YE,(X) be 
self-adjoint, and let q(x, r) denote the principal symbol of Q. Then 
Spec,,, Q = rawseW 0). 
Proof. (a) range(q(x, <)) c Spec,,, Q. Suppose II, E range(q(x, <)) is not 
in Specrss Q. Assuming range (q(x, <)) is not a single point, there is a i, E 
range(q(x, <)) such that Q -A is boundedly invertible in a neighborhood of 
A,. It is known [3] that if P is a zeroth order pseudodifferential operator 
with principal symbol p(x, <) and if f(s) is smooth on R, then f(P) is a 
zeroth order pseudodifferential operator with principal symbol f(P). Since 
changing f away from Spec P does not change f(P) we can takef(s) = l/s. 
smoothed near zero, to get that (Q -A,)-’ E ‘u:,(X) with principal symbol 
(qW)--,I-’ b ecause a neighborhood of zero is outside of Spec(Q - a,). 
However, since A, E range(q(x, {)), (q(x, <) - A,)-’ cannot possibly be a 
zeroth order symbol. 
04 Sw% Q c range(q(x, <)). If A 6? range(q(x, r)), then (q - A)-’ is 
a zeroth order symbol. Choosing P E Y:,(X), self-adjoint, with principal 
symbol (q(x, <) -A)-’ we have 
QP=I+K. K compact. 
But I + K is Fredholm and self-adjoint so if we neglect a finite dimensional 
subspace Q - L is invertible, i.e., h is at worst an isolated eigenvalue of finite 
multiplicity (see, e.g., [S, p. 2431). 1 
Remark. Although this result does not seem to appear in the literature, it 
is well known. A partial result of this nature appeared in 191. 
1.2 Absolutely Continuous Spectrum 
In Section 1.1 we found a reduction of Q so that the spectrum of the 
reduced operator is invariant under smoothing perturbations. In this section 
we point out, however, that this reduction does not leave the E,‘s invariant 
under smoothing perturbations. We then consider another reduction of Q 
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which does, up to unitary equivalence, leave the E,‘s invariant under 
smoothing perturbations. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.1. Let Q, = Msins on X = S’ and let A be the smoothing 
operator defined by 
Au(O) = * (1:” (+ - sin 19) u(B) dB) (f - sin t9) . 
Notice that Q, has no eigenvalues ince for a general multiplication operator 
M fo.) on a manifold X, I is an eigenvalue of MI if and only if the set 
{x E X If(x) = A} has positive measure. 
Now note that Q = Q, + A has 1= f for an eigenvalue since if e(0) = 1 we 
have 
Q@(B)) = sin e + T ’ (’ . F - sm e 
Of course f E Spec,,, Q so this example shows us that even if we restrict 
our attention to the essential part of Q, a smoothing perturbation can still 
change the structure of the spectrum drastically. 
This example forces us to consider another reduction of Q which does, up 
to unitary equivalence, leave the El’s invariant under smoothing pertur- 
bations. This reduction gives the absolutely continuous spectrum. 
Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space A?‘. Let {ES},, R be the 
spectral family of H. For g EZ we have a,(s) = (E,g, g) is a 
nondecreasing, right-continuous function in s. Let da, denote the Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes measure given by ag. If da, is absolutely continuous with respect o 
Lebesgue measure, ds, we say g is absolutely continuous with respect o H. 
Let ZAc denote the closed span of vectors which are absolutely continuous 
with respect o H and let P,, be the orthogonal projection of 2 onto XAc. 
Then P,, reduces H (see [ 8, p. 5 181). Let H,, be the part of H in ZAc. 
DEFINITION 1.2.2. Spec,, H = Spec H,, is the absolutely continuous 
spectrum of H. 
THEOREM 1.2.3 [8]. Let A++ be a separable Hilbert space and let H, and 
H, be self-adjoint operators on A? s.t. H, - H, is trace class. Then H,,c is 
unitarily equivalent to H,,, . In particular 
Spec,, H, = Spec,, H,. 
COROLLARY 1.2.4. X a compact n-dimensional manifold. Qi E w:,(X) 
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self-adjoin& i = 1,2, such that Q, - Q2 E w;“-‘(X). Then QIAC and QzAc 
are unitarily equivalent. In particular Spec,, Q, = Spec,, Q2. 
Proof. A E !PU,“-l(X) is trace class [7]. I 
Remark 1. Corollary 1.3.4 tells us that we should be able to determine 
Spec,, Q using microlocal techniques. It does not however tell us that we 
can determine the EL’s for QAc by microlocal techniques ince the E,,‘s are 
only determined up to a unitary equivalence. 
Remark 2. In general we might expect that Spec,, Q depends on Q all 
the way down to the trace class level, especially if we keep the following 
theorem in mind. 
THEOREM 1.2.5 1111. Let H be a selfaa’joint operator on a separable 
Hilbert space 37 Then there is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator A on 3M s.t. 
H + A has pure point spectrum. 
Since any operator p E Yy- tn”‘-’ X) ( is Hilbert-Schmidt this theorem 
would suggest that Spec,, Q depends on such lower order perturbations. 
However, it is not known that Weyl’s theorem holds in the pseudodifferential 
setting. In fact, it is the main conjecture of this paper that a large amount of 
Spec,, Q can be determined by the principal symbol. 
2. THE SPECTRAL FAMILY 
In this chapter we attempt he microlocal description of the spectral family 
Fslssfi for Q E e,(X). We will use microlocal techniques to construct a 
distribution on R X X X X which is microlocally “close” to the derivative of 
the spectral family dE/ds. 
2.1 Defining Equations 
We begin by showing that if we consider the spectral family (E, ) PE R 
distributionally, we can characterize it by a “differential” equation. 
Since each projection E, is bounded on L’(X, dx) it is continuous as a 
map from P(X) to g’(X). Thus, the Schwartz kernel theorem gives us a 
distributional kernel for E,, which we also call E,. The distribution E, 
belongs to g’(X x X). We can consider this family of distributions as a 
distribution E on IF? x X x X by first noting that for a fixed g(x, y) E 
CYX x X)9 (Es 3 dx, Y)) is a bounded, measurable function in s so that 
f(s) -+ ~RS(Ws 3 Ax, y>> ds 
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makes sense as an element of @‘(lR). Thus we can define 
and extend by continuity to all of CF(iR x X x X). We can now differentiate 
E with respect to S, as a distribution, to obtain dE/ds E a’(iR X XXX). 
Notice that since the function (E,, g(x, y)) is constant outside the interval 
[-]I Q[], I( Q]]] we actually have that dE/ds E Z’(lR x X x X). 
Let Q’ be the transpose of Q and define operators on B’(R XXX X) by 
P, = s - Q(x, Dx), (2.1.1) 
P, = s - Q’O, DY), (2.1.2) 
where s is a fixed coordinate function on IF? and x and y denote variables on 
the first and second X factors, respectively. Let 7c denote the projection 
R:Rxxxx-,xxx 
and let z*(dE/ds) E B’(X X X) denote the pushforward of dE/ds by 7c with 
respect o the measure ds, that is, 
( n*~,g(x,Y) ) ( = $3 l,&,Y) . ) 
We can then characterize dE/ds by 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. dE/ds is the unique element of E’(lR x X x X) s.t. 
(2.1.3) 
= 6(x-y). 
Proof: We take the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of (2.1.3) with 
respect o the s variable to get 
(2.1.4) 
( $-iQ(x,Dx)) IFT (3) =O, 
IFT (f) =O, 
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and 
= 6(x - y). 
t=o 
But IFT(dE/ds) = JR e’“‘(dE/ds) ds = eitQ, where eitQ denotes the Schwartz 
kernal of the operator eitQ and the last equality follows from (0.1.5). The 
standard uniqueness result for (2.1.4) gives uniqueness for (2.1.3). 1 
2.2 Wave Front Set 
The remainder of this chapter is an attempt o solve (2.1.3) directly by 
microlocal methods. This is not quite possible since P, and P, are not 
pseudodifferential operators on R XX x X. However, P, is a pseudodif- 
ferential operator away from {<= 0) and P, is one away from {II = O}, 
where r and q are the dual coordinates to x and y, respectively. We can 
make use of this fact to find a distribution K solving (2.1.3) away from these 
sets. In this section we describe the wave front set of K and in Section 2.3 we 
describe the construction of K. 
The principal symbol q(x, <) of Q is homogeneous of degree zero in r. Let 
C be the subset of T*(R x XX X) described by 
c= {(S,X,y,u,r,q)E T”(IR xxxX)j~#O,~fO, 
s = q(x, t), and (Y, --9) = exp -uH,(x, Cl}. (2.2.1) 
C is an embedded Lagrangian submanifold since it is the flowout from the 
isotropic submanifold 
D= {(s,x,x,O,r,--r)E T*(IR xXxX)(s=q(x,t)} 
under the Hamiltonian vector field HP,, where 
P*(X, s, Y, (J, r, r> = s - 4(x, 0 (2.2.2) 
11, Lemma 5.3.291. Notice that we can also describe C as the flowout from 
D under the Hamiltonian vector field Hp2, where 
I%(% x5 Y, u,5,4) = s - 4(Y, -rl). (2.2.3) 
We also notice that C is conic because of the homogeneity of Q. Indeed, if 
(s, x,y, u, r, q) E C, then s = q(x, <) and (y, -q) = exp -uH,(x, c) so that 
s = q(x, t<) and (y, -tq) = exp -tuH,(x, t<) for t E iR+ since H, is 
homogeneous in 4 of degree -1. Thus (s, x, y, tu, t<, tr) E C. 
Unfortunately, C is never closed! Since X is compact and q(x, c) is 
homogeneous of degree zero, q(x, <) has a critical point, (x0, to). Then 
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exp aH,(x, &) = (x,, , 4,) for all u E R so we have (s, x0, x0, u, &, , &,) E C for 
all u E I?, s = q(x,, to). Since C is conic we have (s, x,, , x0, G, t&,, t&J E C 
for all u, t E I?. Letting t + 0 we see that (s, x,,, x0, u, 0,O) E C for all u E R. 
Since the wavefront set of a Lagrangian distribution is closed we should 
be looking at the closure of C, c. We would like to know if C is an 
embedded, conic manifold. 
It is easy to see that c is conic. Suppose that (s,, xn,yn, un, r,, qn) are in 
C, limiting to (s, x, y, u, <, q). Then since C is conic we know that (s,, x,, Y,,, 
tu,, t&, tqn) are also in C for t > 0. Since (s,, xn,Yn, tu,, t<,, tqn) -i (s, x,y, 
to, t<, tq) we have that c is conic. 
However, c is not, in general, an embedded submanifold. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.4. Let X be the torus, T’. If we introduce linear coor- 
dinates 8, and 19, the dual coordinates <, and & are globally defined. Let q 
be a constant coefficient zeroth order symbol, i.e., q(x, <) = q(r) and q(r) is 
homogeneous of degree zero. Then H4 is parallel to T2, i.e., for (p, r) E 
T*(T*), exp uH,(p, <) = (p,, c) for some p, E T*, and (a,~) +p, is a linear 
flow on T*. Let pm be any point in the closure of this linear flow. Then there 
is a sequence {u,} with u,, --f 00 such that (p,, <) = exp u,H,(p, <) + (p,, <). 
Writing u, = t,,u, and using the homogeneity we see that exp u, H,(p, t/t,,) = 
(P,, t/t,,>. Thus (s, P, P,,, u1 , t/t,, t/t,J, s = dp, 0 is in CT and so 6, P, pm y 
u,, 0,O) E C, Notice that by changing the sequence (p,, t;) at a finite 
number of places we have for the linear flow yo,lj through p, in the direction 
t, that (s,p13 p2, ~~0~0) E c, pI E Y(~,~)~ p2 E Tcp,ljy 0 E R and s = d0 
Choosing an irrational r and taking limits we see that 
(s,P,,P*,%O,O)E c ~19~2 E T*, DE R s=dO 
Since the irrational fs are dense we have 
(~,P,,P,,~,w9EC ply p2 E T*, 0 E R s E range q(t). 
Since this is 4 dimensional we see that C is not an embedded submanifold. 
Although Example 2.2.4 shows that C can be rather messy, we can at 
least contain this messiness in a small subset of T*(lR X XX X)\O. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.5. c- Cc {<= 0} U {q = 0). 
Proof: Since the Hamiltonian vector field HP, is well defined on {r # 0) 
and the u variable separates any possible recurrence for H4 we see that C is 
relatively closed in (T*(lR XXXX)-O)\({~=O}U{~=O}). 1 
2.3 Microlocal Solution 
We now want to find K E Z’(T*(R X XX X)\O, C) solving Eqs. (2.1.3) 
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away from the set {< = 0) U {II = 0). Since Lagrangian distributions related 
to a Lagrangian submanifold C must have wave front set equal to a closed 
cone contained in C we will have to cut off K in a neighborhood of 
({ = 0) U { r~ = O}. That is, K does not really exist as an element of 
Z’(T*(lR X XX X)\O, C) but any such cut off does. We formulate this more 
precisely as follows: 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Let U be a neighborhood of {t= 0) U {q = 0) with 
D c UC. There exists K, E Z’(T*(R X X X X)\O, C) such that 
WE’@‘, K,(s, x, Y)) c U and nL* K,(s, x, y) = 6(x - y). (2.3.2) 
Moreooer K, is unique in the sense that ifR’, E Z”4(T*(R x X X X)\O, C) 
satisfies (2.3.2), then WF(K, - 2”) c U. 
ProoJ P, is a pseudodifferential operator on UC since if (s, x,y, (J, 
<, II) E UC then, for instance, there is an a > 0 such that 
Ilk <II < a(ll(s, @II + Il(vT rl)ll) 
with some choice of metrics on R and X. But this inequality gives 
(1 + II@9 a>ll + IKY? Jw” 
G CA1 + Il(h a)ll + II@, Oil + Il(% VII)-” 
which is the inequality needed to show that P, is a pseudodifferential 
operator on 
{(s, X,Y, 0, r, tl) E T*(R x xx x>\o I II@? Oil 
< 41(s9 4ll + Il(~5 rt)llN. 
Now, as noted above, C is the flowout under HP, and HP1 of D = 
((s, x, x, 0, & -0 ) s = q(x, Q). Notice that we can choose U so that UC is 
convex with respect o both flowouts. Assume this is true and choose V, a 
neighborhood of {r= 0) U (r,~ =0) with vc U. 
LEMMA 2.3.3. Suppose B E Zm-‘(IR x Xx X, C) and /I E Zm-“4(X x X. 
N*(d)), A =diugonal in XXX. Then there are A,E Z,(R XXX X, C), 
supported on Vc such that 
WF(PiAi-B)nU=g, i= 1,2 and nc* A i = /I. (2.3.4) 
Moreover, the Ai are unique in the sense that if the Ki also satisfy (2.3.4), 
then WF(Ai-AJn U=#. 
580/52/3-9 
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ProoJ Since each P, is a nseudodifferential operator on U this is just the 
standard proof using Sections 5.3 and 6.4 of [2]. The condition x*,4, =/I 
replaces an initial condition on D since the map x* gives a 1-l correspon- 
dence between points of D and points of N*d, i.e., if (s, X, y, u, <, a) E C n 
n;‘(x, x, <, -r> we must have u = 0, x =y, and r= ---)I so that 
(ST x9 Y, 6 6 r) E D. 
More explicitly assume $(s, x,y, 0) is a local phase function for C. Let 
.Z c R, x X x X x I?: be the set described by d,)(s, x, y, 0) = 0. Then the 
map C-t T*(lR xXxX) given by 
6, x, Y, 8) -+ (~9 x, Y, d,#(s, x, Y, @, d,#(s, xv Y, 81, d, 46, x, Y, 4) 
describes C (locally). Note that if we restrict this map to the subset of Z;, 
where s = q(x, d&s, x,y, 0)) we will get a description of D c C. 
Furthermore, considering 4 as a function & on X x X x IRS+‘, where 
8= (s, 0), we get that 
%={d8j=O}={de#=0,d,$=O}cZ 
and the map 
2: 3 (xv Yv e> -, (x, y, d,&x, y, 6), d,&x, y, 6)) 
gives a parametrization of N*d. Using 4 and a to trivialize the symbol 
bundles we see that if K(s, x, y) is a Lagrangian dktribution with phase j
and symbol k(s, x, y, 19) on Z, then n*K has phase Q and symbol k If on Z. 
Thus the specification of the symbol of n*K corresponds to an “initial 
condition” on D. 
It is now easy to see that given a symbol b of order m - 1 on C c 7’*(lR X 
X x X), supported in Vc, and a symbol a@) of order m on N*d c T*(X X X) 
we can find symbols a, of order m on C c T*(lR x X X X), supported in I”, 
satisfying l/G Y&q + cial = b on Vc and ~,a, = a@), where Ci is the 
subprincipal symbol of P,. 
To prove Lemma 2.3.3 we now let b be the symbol of B and u(P) the 
symbol of /I. We then find ai as above and let Ai be operators with symbols 
a,. Then 
P,Ai-B=B; on V’ is of order m-2 and n,A,-P=P; is of 
order m-i. 
Letting b: be the symbol of B: and a($:) the symbol of Pf solve for a,!, of 
order m - 1, with 
YH,,u; + c,u; = 6; and n, u; = u(p,‘). 
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Let Ai be operators with symbol ui and note that 
P,(A,-A;)-B=Bf on V’ 
is of order M - 3, and 
n*(Ai-A;)-/7=P; 
is of order m - $. Continue in this manner down to the smoothing level. m 
Remark A. The fact that 71: R x X x X -+ X x X is not proper does not 
effect the use of 7~* since x* is proper when restricted to C so that by 
altering A by a smoothing operator we may assume it is properly supported 
in the s variable. 
Remark B. We get true equality (not just mod Cm) in the equation 
rc* A, =/I since if we solve n,A, = p + S(x, y), where S(x, y) is a smooth 
function on XX X, we can replace Ai by Ai - #(s) S(X, y), where 
4(s) E C?(R) with JR $(s) ds = 1. Then 
Now, using the lemma, take K, E 11’4(lR x XX X, C) such that 
WF(P,K,) (7 U = 4 and rr* K, = 6(x - y). Then since P, 0 P, = P, o P, we 
have 
WF(P,P2KU)nU= WF(P,P,K,)nUc WF(P,K,)nU=#. 
Also, 
M’A,J = G(S - Q’(Y, 0~)) Ku 
= n&K,) - Q’(Y .DY) GK, 
= T+M,) - Q(x, D-4 T+& (since rr* K, = 6(x - y) 
= ds - Q(x, Dx)) K, 
= 0 (mod C”) since WF(P, K,) n U = 0. 
Thus, the uniqueness of Lemma 2.3.3 for P, gives WF(P,K,) n U = 4, 
proving the, theorem. I 
Remark A. In the future we will use K to denote an arbitrary represen- 
tative K,. 
Remark B. We get that the symbol of K, on C n UC is the unique 
solution to the transport equations 
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- %,,,k + c’(Y, v) k = 0, 
(2.3.5) 
and K* k = u(6(x - y)), where c(x, <) is a subprincipal symbol for Q(x, D,), 
ct(y, 7) is a subprincipal symbol for Q’(y, D,,) and a(6(x -u)) is the prin- 
cipal symbol of 6(x -7). That (2.3.5) has a solution follows from an 
argument similar to that above, namely, let L, denote the operator 
on UC 
and L, denote the operator 
- 9&, + c’(x9 VI 
h 
on UC, 
then L,L, = L,L, so if k satisfies 




GL,k) = ML,k) (as above) 
so L,k = 0 as well. Since the principal symbol of K, a(K) must satisfy 
L&K) = 0 on UC, 
as well as R*~J(K) = 0(6(x - y)) we see a(K) = k. 
2.4 A4icrolocal Uniqueness 
We now want .to use microlocal uniqueness as in Section 6.1 of [2] to 
show that dE/ds equals K, away from 17. However, the possibility of 
singularities in the bicharacteristics can cause trouble with this. These 
singularities occur at the “edges,” {<= 0} and {q = 0). The problem with 
microlocal uniqueness occurs when a bicharacteristic is trapped away from 
the set {u = 0) by these edges. 
Namely, let B be the set of points in T*(iR x A’ x X) such that neither of 
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the integral curves of HP,, i = 1,2, extend to time -0 without running into an 
edge. 
THEOREM 2.4.1. 
WF (f-K,,) c UVB. 
Proof. We first notice that Pi, i = 1, 2, is of principal type away from 
(r = 0) U {q = 0) since if for instance Hpi were to be radial we would need 
rf = 0. 
Now, take (s, x,y, D,<, q) @ UU B and assume for instance that the 
integral curve for Hpi, starting at (s, x, y, u, l, q), extends for time -u without 
hitting {c = 0) or (q = 0). Since P, is of principal type we can microlocally 
conjugate to a/ax, as in (2, Chap. 61. The fact that n,((dE/ds) -K,,) = 0 
microlocally corresponds to zero initial conditions at u = 0. By the 
invariance of the wavefront set under the Hamiltonian flow for a/ax,, we 
conclude that 
Since U and B are bounded away from (u = 0) we get as a corollary of 
Theorem 2.4.1 that K,, acts like dE/ds with respect o pushforwards, namely, 
COROLLARY 2.4.2. ~-~*(f(s) K(s, x, y)) =f(Q)(x, y) module smoothing 
for f E P(R). 
ProoJ From Theorem 2.4.1 we see that 
n*(f(s) 
dE 
K(s, x, y) - Z (s, x, -v) is smoothing. 
Hence 
modulo smoothing. But %+df(s)(dE/ds)(s, x.y)) =f(Q) by (0.1.4). 
Remark. As an easy corollary of Corollary 2.4.2 we get the following 
result of ] 3 1. 
COROLLARY 2.4.3. Let Q E Ye,(X) be self-adjoint with principal symbol 
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q(x, <) and let f(s) E ?(lR). Then f(Q) E p(X) with principal symbol 
f (4(x7 63)* 
ProoJ n&(s) K(s, x, y)) is a Lagrangian distribution with wavefront set 
T*(C) = N*(A) and thus is the kernel of a pseudodifferential operator. Since 
f(Q)(x, y) = z*df(s) K(s, x, y)) module smoothing operators the same is true 
forf(Q)(x9 Y). I 
3. ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM 
In Chapter 2 we constructed a Lagrangian distribution, K, which approx- 
imates the distribution dE/ds. In this chapter we conjecture that although K 
is not quite equal to dE/ds we can use it to establish the existence of 
absolutely continuous spectrum. 
3.1 Conjecture and Examples 
Let Z = {s E R 1 3(s, x, y, CT, 0,O) E c) and let A = range(q(x, <)) -E. We 
formulate the following 
Conjecture 3.1.1. 
A c Spec,, Q. 
In particular, if Z is isolated, then 
rawe(q(x, 4) = Spec,, Q. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to convince the reader that this conjecture 
is likely to be true. We begin by considering a number of examples. First, we 
show that the conjecture is true for multiplication operators. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.2. Let Q = MqcX) be multiplication by q(x) E P(X) and 
let A c X be the set 
(x E x; dq(x) = 0). 
If xa denotes the characteristic function of A we have that M, reduces Q and 
that Q restricted to AC is absolutely continuous. Letting 2’ denote the critical 
values of q(x) we have that 
WwMx, 47) - z’> = Swc,, Q. 
However, in Section 2.2 we showed that Z’ c Z, thus 
(range(q(x, t)> - fl= Spec,, Q. 
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The next example gives a partial converse to the conjecture. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.3. Suppose Q E I&(X) is such that there is a P E v&Y), 
elliptic, with [Q, P] = 0. Since L’(X, dx) has a basis of eigenvectors for Q 
(eigenvalues of P have finite multiplicity), we know that Spec,, Q = d. The 
fact that E= range(q(x, <)) follows from the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1.4. Suppose that there exists p(x, r) E Coo(T*x\O) such 
that p(x, r) is homogeneous in r of degree one, p(x, <) > 0, and { p(x, 0, 
q(x, r)} = 0. Then C = range(q(x, 5)). 
ProoJ: We show that for s E range(q(x, 0) there is an x, y, u such that 
(s, x, y, u, 0,O) E C. Choose (x, <) such that q(x, <) = s. Let y be the integral 
curve of H, in T*X\O through (x, <). Since {p, q} = 0 we know that y is 
contained in a level set of p, i.e., p(y) = a > 0. By the homogeneity of p, 
p-‘(a) is compact. Thus y must approach some point (xcu, c,) arbitrarily 
close, infinitely often. That is, there exists a sequence (I,, + to such that 
(x,, C,) z exp onHq(xy t) + (x, , <,I as n+co, 
By the conicity of C, we see that (s, x, x,, 1, </un, &lo,,) E C. Since u, -+ co 
and (xc, <,) Ep-‘(a), which is compact, we see that (s, x, xHJ, 1, 
0,O) E c. I 
Remark. Proposition 3.1.4 suggests an even stronger partial converse to 
conjecture 3.1.1, namely, 
Conjecture 3.1.5. Suppose p(x, r) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 
3.1.4, then Spec,, Q = 4. 
As a final example for this section we show that if K is a very good 
approximation to dE/ds in the sense that WF(dE/ds) c C, then Conjecture 
3.1.1 is true. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.6. Let Q E v,,(x) and assume that WF(dE/ds) c c. We 
claim that in this case /i c Spec,, Q. 
Since we know from Proposition 1.1.5 that range(q(x, 0) c Spec Q it is 
enough to show that the measures 
(3.1.7) 
are absolutely continuous on /i. Since the absolutely continuous space for Q 
is closed, it is enough to show this forf(x) E Cm(X). This fact follows from 
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PROPOSITION 3.1.8. Let Q E t&(X) be such that WF(dE/ds) c c. Let 
da,(s) be defined as in 3.1.7. Then 
sing supp(daf(s)) c E for f E P(X). 
Proof: Let p : R X X X X-P iR be projection and let p* be the 
pushforward along p with respect o the measure dx dy. Then 
W’@,(s)) = LG. WF (s 6, x, r)f (@(d) 
c {(s, a) E T*IR\O; 3(s, x,y, 6, 0,O) E c). 1 
Remark. The proof that Conjecture 3.1.1 holds for Example 3.1.6 works 
if we only assume 
I SE R;3(s,x,y,o,O,O)E WF 
In the next section we consider this property more closely. 
3.2 Smooth Spectrum 
In this section we consider a possible method of proof for Conjecture 
3.1.1. If we let P,, denote the projection onto the absolutely continuous 
space for Q we can write 
E,(x, y) = E,AC(x, y) + Ef”‘(x+ Y>, 
where ~:~(x,y) = (E, o PAC)(x, y). We remark that EfC(x, y) is absolutely 
continuous in the s variable in the sense that the measures 
da,(s) = j-xx$ 6, xv N(X).?(Y) dx dy, f E L2(X, dx) 
are always absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
Similarly Efng(x, y) is singular in the s variable. We want to show that 
ErC(x, y) is strictly increasing over the set A = range(q(x, 0) - E. 
In Example 3.1.6 we showed that A c Spec,, Q when property 3.1.9 
holds. We do not expect 3.1.9 to be true in general since, as we saw in 
Example 1.3.1? we can embed eigenvalues in Spec,, Q by perturbing Q with 
a smoothing operator. However, we might still hope that a reduction of the 
perturbed operator still satisfies property 3.1.9. This leads to the following 
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DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let A c range(q(x, 0) be open. We say Q has pure 
smooth spectrum over A if 
I s~iRj3(s,x,y,o,O,O)E WF nA=@ 
More generally, we say A is contained in the smooth spectrum of Q if there is 
a reduction P of Q such that the reduced operator has pure smooth spectrum 
over A. We let Spec, Q denote the union of all A in the smooth spectrum of 
Q- 
Remark 1. Notice that it is not assumed that Spec, Q is contained in 
the smooth spectrum of Q, i.e., we do not assume a reduction P of Q such 
that the reduced operator has smooth spectrum on Spec, Q. 
Remark 2. Spec, Q c Spec,, Q. 
This follows since any point, A, in Spec Q has a neighborhood A, 
contained in the smooth spectrum of Q, but clearly then A, c Spec,, Q. 
Remark 3. Spec, Q is not a unitary invariant of Q. This follows from 
EXAMPLE 3.2.2. Let Z denote the unit interval 10, l] with Lebesgue 
measure dx. Let M, be multiplication by x. We claim first of all that (0, I) c 
Spec, A4,. We can see this by noting that E, =MXE, where xCo,sj is the 
characteristic function of the interval (0, s). Differentiating, we have 
which has wavefront set equal to 
which does not intersect {r = 01 n {V = 0). 
Now let 
g(x) = $x3 O<x<j, 
=2x- 1, $<x<l. 
This induces the unitary map on L*(Z, dx) given by U,(f)(x) = h(x)f( g(x)) 
where 
h(x)= 4, o<x<+, 
= 2, $<x<l. 
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Under conjugation by U, M, goes to the multiplication operator Mb(X). We 
claim that 3 & Spec, MgtX). To begin with, we note that all reductions of a 
multiplication operator are given by multiplication by characteristic 
functions, xa. In this case if 5 is to be in the spectrum of the reduced 
operator, &cxJrtxj 9 we need that 5 EA. Thus, letting g8 denote the spectral 
projectors for MbcX), if we want to show that f @ Spec, MptX) it is enough to 
find a function f(x) E C”O(iF?) such that a,-(x) = (EJf) is not smooth at 
s=f. Now 
6 = qO.*$) 3 O<s<$, 
= %o.cs+l,,*, f<s<l, 
so if we take f (x) = 1 we see that 




which is not smooth at s = 4. 
We would like to suggest hat the operator K can be used to show 
Conjecture 3.2.3. A c Spec, Q. 
Remark 2 shows that Conjecture 3.2.3 implies Conjecture 3.1.1. To prove 
Conjecture 3.2.3 we would like to find a reduction Pm of Q such that if we 
write 
with EF(x, y) = (E, o P”)(x, y) then 
I s E R ( 3(s, x, y, 6, 0,O) E WF nA=0. (3.2.3) 
Let us consider a particular representative K, of K. Since WF(K,) c C we 
know 
{ 0, x, Y, o,O, 0) E WFW,) I = 4. (3.2.4) 
So K, is a candidate for dE”/ds. However, (3.2.4) says K, is smooth over 
all I?. Since we know by Example 3.1.3 that there are Q’s with no smooth 
spectrum, K, is too good for our purposes. Instead, we look at extensions &? 
of the family {KuJU. That is, we look at distributions a on IR XXX X such 
that 
WF(K,-if)c ULJB for all U. 
Since dE/ds is such a distribution we know that such exist. 
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Now, taking an open set A c A if necessary, we can find an extension K of 
the KU’s such that 
{s E R I3(s, x, u, 0,O) E WF(Iz)) n A = $ (3.2.5) 
sincecisdisjointfrom {{=O)n{q=O}overn. 
We suggest hat dEm/ds is such an extension of the KU’s’ Thus we have 
reduced Conjecture 3.1.1 to the following problem: Find an extension I? of 
the KU’s satisfying (3.2.5) such that n,(@ is a projection reducing Q with 
the further property that 
E&y) 0 n,(k) = n&W - s)R), (3.2.6) 
where H(s) is the Heaviside function. 
Actually solving this problem in general seems to be rather hard. 
However, it may be true that with some added assumptions either on the 
behavior of c near {I$ = 0) U {q = 0) or on WF(dE/ds) that this problem 
could become manageable. 
3.3 Remark 
In Section 3.2 we introduced the concept of smooth spectrum as a 
refinement of absolutely continuous spectrum. Although we remarked that 
Spec, Q is not a unitary invariant it still has the promise of being a useful 
concept for pseudodifferential operators. In this section we point out that 
pure smooth spectrum allows us to describe the spectral projection, E,. 
Let A be an open subset of range(q(x, l)). 
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. Suppose Q has pure smooth spectrum over A. then 
for so E A we have 
where 
WEs,(x, Y)) c N*A U &, U BsO U (t = 0) U { rl= 0 1, (3.3.2) 
~,~={(X,y,~,~)ET*(XXX)\Ol~#O,rtZO~qtx~~)=~o 
and ( y, -q) = exp oH,(x, r)for some u E IR } 
and 
Bso = B f-7 MG 9 = so = 4(Y9 --rl)l. 
Furthermore, if Im(X x X; N*(A), r,J denotes the space of distributions 
described in [lo] we have that away from (< = O} U {q = 0) U Bso, E, E 
Z’(X x X; N*(A), r,J. That is, if V is Q neighborhood of {t = 0) U {q = 0) 
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there is an ESO,, E I”(X x X, N*(d), r,,,) such that WF(E,,,, - E,,) c 
VU BSO. 
ProoJ Since Q has smooth spectrum over A we know that 
s E R ( 3(s, x, y, o, 0,O) E WF fTA =(?i 
Thus we can form the product H(s, - s)(dE/ds)(s, y, y) for s,, E A (H(s) is 
the Heaviside function) and we know that WF(H(s, - s) dE/ds) c 
WF(H(s, -s)) u WF(dE/ds) U (WF(H(s, -s)) + WF(dE/ds)). Since 
Es@, v) = F,Ms~ - s)(dE/ds)(s, x, VI> we have 
WE,& Y>) =Q H(s, - s) f (s, x, y) 
1) 
The final assertion follows from the fact that n*(H(s, - s) K,(s, x, y)) c 
Z”(X x X,N*(d), TsO) because of the functorial properties of the spaces 
Zm(Z;Ao,A,), (see [lo]). I 
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